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Abstract 

The objective of this paper is to map the relation between the emergence of new regimes of 
truth about the figure of the 'migrant' and the need to keep people safe. In the post-factual age, 
in fact, security is increasingly evading its classical scope of providing safety, becoming a 
political tool with an end to itself: namely that of ideologically legitimising the construction of 
'new veritas' about insecurities and, above all, those who are considered as "insecure subjects". 
While the Securitisation of social issues such as that of Migration has received great attention 
in the field of Critical Security Studies, the current crisis of "Human Mobility" in Europe, and 
the discursive and political consequences of Brexit, have reinvigorated a nationalist sovereign 
rhetoric of "taking back control" that appeals on clear delimitations of what, and who, 
constitutes a "security threat".  This mission to regain full sovereign jurisdiction is being played 
out on state-centric premises that locate the need to provide security, through means of 
exclusion, as the only viable "solution" for increasing the welfare of the 'citizen'. At what costs? 
The creation of new degrading realities is at the core of a re-bordering process of legitimacy 
where migrants are both securitised and dehumanised, humanised and securitised in ways that 
seem to be incommensurable: migrants are humans that need protection but they also represent 
a security issue to be managed. In this sense, different typifications of migrants are emerging 
that are the correlative of various degrees of securitised politics. Even though power politics 
deploys security in ways that are totalising, it is also worth to consider how such hierarchies of 
meaning and representation are counter-acted by migrants themselves who redefine their own 
security through multiple engagements. According to this, while the crafting of a "voided 
security" is the root of many insurmountable problems, is the need for security and safety that 
allows migrants to become visible as more than subjects of their own containment. It is though 
the creation of mobile commons, escape and adaptive resilience that the framing of migrants 
as a fixed security issue is reinserted within a distinct politics of an everyday necessity. 

 


